
U.S.S. VOYAGER

INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing ParaGrafix’s photoetched enhancement set for Polar Lights 1:1000 scale USS Voyager kit. This set will work with 

both the opaque and translucent (”clear”) versions of the kit – PL-980 and PL-992, respectively. 

We have made every effort to ensure that these parts can be used successfully by a modeler of modest experience, but there may be items 

that require advanced modeling techniques. For a basic primer and videos on using photoetch, please visit our website (www.ParaGrafix.biz).

The order in which you add the photoetch will depend on how you are building the kit.

Materials & Tools
In addition to the photoetch, you will also need scissors* or a knife** to remove individual pieces from the main fret, a file to remove material 

left from cutting, and super glue (aka CA or cyanoacrylate). Additionally, to fold some pieces, you will need a 

pair of razor blades*** or a specialty tool such as an PhotoFold from ParaGrafix.

For grinding out the inset windows we suggest using a 1/16” (1.5mm) or 1/32” (0.75mm) ball end mill chucked 

into a rotary tool. While a standard Dremel (or equivalent) tool will work, we find that a Tamiya Handy Drill works 

best as it is geared for low speed and high torque so it won’t melt the kit’s plastic while grinding it away.

* Our favorite is Xuron’s Professional Photoetch Scissors, 9180ET.

** We prefer a #17 Xacto chisel blade.

*** Extreme care must be taken when using razor blades. Risk of serious injury. 

ParaGrafix states that our use of the trademarked terms listed below in our product descriptions constitutes fair use and nominative use and is in no way to offer confusion that ParaGrafix and any of the following noted trademark 

holders are related companies, nor do we state that we are endorsed by these trademark holders. We are an AFTERMARKET company acting in GOOD FAITH in providing high quality products to loyal customers who have 

already purchased products related to these trademarks. ParaGrafix is actually providing these trademark holders a venue of free advertising and indirectly provide these trademark holders with more sales leads. 

Star Trek is a trademark of Paramount Pictures Corporation. Polar Lights® is a registered trademark of Round 2, LLC.
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Impulse Engine Vanes - Kit Step À
Modify Kit Parts
NOTE: We suggest you anneal and form the photoetched parts (1 and 2) before 

modifying the kit parts. (This will involve temporarily assembling kit parts 9/10 and 

12/13.) Since the parts are thin, it is best to use the “electric stovetop” method shown 

in our Annealing video at https://bit.ly/3BYDXSi

Remove the impulse engine vanes from kit parts 9, 10, 12, and 13 using files and/or a 

hobby knife (or your own preferred method).

TIP: Relieve the back sides of the kit parts around the removed vanes so that lighting 

will show up better.

Assemble the engines per kit instruction part À*.

* Instead of including clear kit part 108, you can fill the area between the photoetch 

vanes with Micro Kristal Klear or Testors Clear Parts Adhesive and Window Maker.
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Attach Impulse Engine Etch Part
Glue etch parts 1 and 2 to the engine assemblies 

from kit instructions part À.
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Kit assembly step:
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Window Preparation
Primary & Secondary Hulls
NOTE: Only the primary hull is shown. The secondary hull modifications are made identically to those windows shown on the next page.

Etch parts are included for the large, inset windows in the primary and secondary hulls. Before these pieces are installed, the kit plastic behind 

the molded windows must be removed. We have found that a 1/16” (1.5mm) ball end mill chucked into a rotary tool works best.

TIP: As noted in the introduction, Tamiya’s Handy Drill is the ideal rotary tool for this purpose due to its slow speed and high torque. It won’t 

melt the kit’s plastic or get bound up.

Please see the photos on the next page showing all of the windows that must be cut out in this way.

Once the parts are modified, fold the window parts* and glue in place per the diagram on the following page.

Shuttle Bay Bulkhead - Kit Step Ã
Closed Hangar Door
Remove the raised detail from the outside of kit part 14.

Sandwich etch parts 3 and 4 together.

Attach the etch parts to kit part 14, then assemble per kit instruction step Ã.

TIP: Note the angle of kit part 14 as shown at right. For the best fit, mount the etch 

parts so that they continue this angle. (The thinness of the photoetch means that the 

difference is very small and this step can be omitted if you prefer.)
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Open Hangar Door
If you would like the hangar door open ...

Sandwich etch parts 4 and 32 so that the airlock door aligns with the opening.

You may find it easier to work with this assembly by installing it without attaching to 

kit part 9 first. This may depend on what, if anything, you are installing behind it as a 

shuttle bay.
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Window Placement
Fold then mount the photoetched 

window parts according to the 

diagrams at right.
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Window Preparation - Continued
Bridge Deck
TIP: These areas are very tight and small. We suggest using the smaller (1/32”, 0.75mm) sized ball end mill for this operation.

Remove the area below the two bridge “skylights” as shown below and insert etch part 15 from above.

Remove the area behind the Ready and Conference Rooms windows then trim out the windows using a sharp #11 blade.

NOTE: If part 15 seems tight, do not force it. Use a sharp #11 blade to shave away the inner edges of kit part 1’s bridge area for a perfect fit.
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Remaining Windows and Miscellany 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Although shown assembled, most of these parts must be installed 

before final kit assembly.

Other Bridge Deck Windows
TIP: Anneal etch part 10 before shaping.

Wrap etch part 10 along the outer edge of the bridge deck. If 

lighting these windows, mark the window locations then drill 

out before permanently attaching the PE part.

B/C Deck Windows
TIP: Anneal etch parts 29-31 and 38-40 before shaping.

Wrap etch parts 29-31 and 38-40 along the outer edge of 

the B/C deck using the raised ribs for alignment. If lighting 

these windows, mark the window locations then drill out 

before permanently attaching the PE parts.

Miscellaneous Windows
MESS HALL & UPPER LOUNGE: Mount etch parts 12 

and 16 from the inside in place of clear kit part 104.

LOWER LOUNGE: Mount etch part 17 from the inside in 

place of clear kit part 102.

FANTAIL: Remove the molded in kit windows as shown 

and replace with etch part 18. To avoid damage, install the 

etch part just before assembling kit parts 3 and 7 (kit step 

Â).

Airlocks
Mount etch parts 27 and 45 as shown.

Transporter Emitters
Install etch parts 19-26 and 34-37 in the locations shown. 

These parts match the kit supplied decals to make 

painting easier.

Hinge Covers
Smooth the surfaces of kit parts 3/7 (secondary hull) 

and 9/10 & 12/13 (engines) and mount etch parts 

43.

Hexagons
Adhere hexagons (44) into the spaces on the bottom 

of the secondary hull.

Aeroshuttle
Remove raised detail from the kit’s aeroshuttle and 

fill the engraved outlines. Glue etch part 47 in place.
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Special thanks to Rick Sternbach for his invaluable reference 
help in designing this set, and extra special thanks for sharing 
his drawing of the Aeroshuttle as used to build the miniature.

Sensor Arrays
Repeat Each Side
NOTE: You will find it easier to assemble 

the primary hull before 

mounting the sensor arrays.

NOTE: Etch parts 5, 9, and 33 

are made to fit kit decals 64, 66, 

and 65 respectively. NOTE: The kit decals come in 

mirrored pairs using the same part number for each – we have 

duplicated this convention, so make sure to use the appropriate 

decal for the etch piece installed.
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